ANSI Legal Issues Forum 2012: Incorporation by Reference, Reasonable Availability, and Copyright

Wednesday, October 10, 2012
9:00 am – 1:00 pm
Newseum
Knight Conference Center
555 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington DC, 20001
703.416.1600

Overview

ANSI’s annual Legal Issues Forum examined the issues surrounding the incorporation by reference of voluntary consensus standards into government regulation. Topics included reasonable availability, copyright concerns, and more.

The Institute presented a keynote address offering perspectives on government reliance on voluntary consensus standards as well as interactive panel discussions led by recognized leaders who will examine case studies and best practices of incorporation by reference, reasonable availability, and copyright infringement and protection. The event included a networking luncheon.

Participants

ANSI members and interested stakeholders including those from government, industry, business, consumer groups, and academia were encouraged to attend and share their perspectives, insights, and expertise on incorporation by reference, reasonable availability, and copyright infringement and protection.

Venue Information

Newseum
Knight Conference Center
555 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington DC, 20001
703.416.1600

Contact Information

Elizabeth Neiman
American National Standards Institute
Tel: 1.212.642.4911
Fax: 1.212.398.0023
E-mail: eneiman@ansi.org